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ABSTRACT
Curriculum planning should be a shared responsibility that involves students. To encourage higher education students to actively participate in their own education, we believe in the idea of engaging students as partners in learning and teaching. We have developed an Applied Curriculum Design in Science course at McMaster University that is aimed at engaging students as co-creators of curriculum. In this course, upper-year students form partnerships with faculty and educational developers and work in groups to co-create learning modules that become key components of a foundational Science course offered to first-year students. We present a scholarly exploration of our rationale for the course, the implementation and critical analysis of the initiative, and ideas for sustaining the co-created pedagogical approaches and continued student engagement in co-creating components of the curriculum.
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Academics routinely engage in collaboration and peer review of one another’s work. Why is it, then, that we tend not to take a similar approach to collaborating with students on issues pertaining to their learning in higher education? Sometimes, students are involved as representatives on various university committees; however, this type of tokenistic engagement does little to provide students with opportunities to significantly influence, develop, or shape their learning experiences. Academic staff, referred to as faculty for the remainder of this paper, often have the power to make curriculum decisions; students are consulted less often about the curricula they experience as learners than employers and other stakeholders during the curriculum design process (Bovill, Bulley, & Morss, 2011).
One way to encourage students to participate more actively in their own education is to engage them as partners in learning and teaching (see for example, Bovill, Cook-Sather, & Felten, 2011; Healey, Flint, & Harrington, 2014; Mercer-Mapstone et al., 2017). The Policy Statement on Higher Education published by the Welsh Government (2013) states that, “true partnership relies upon an environment where the priorities, content, and direction of the learning experience are all set by students and staff in partnership” (p. 21). Such partnerships offer a sophisticated and effective process of engaging students in teaching and learning issues and initiatives in higher education, where both students and faculty stand to gain from developing a learning and working relationship together. As Healey et al. (2014) argue, these types of partnerships offer a great possibility for genuine transformational learning experiences, not only for students, but for all involved, including staff and faculty.

An exciting but rather under-explored partnership opportunity involves engaging students as co-creators of curriculum (Bovill, 2013). This idea is not new, as evidence of calls for such partnerships are rooted in Dewey’s arguments for democratic school environments and progressive education. Many others have since continued with this idea and argued that curriculum planning be a shared responsibility that involves students (Giroux, Penna, & Pinar, 1981; Rogers & Freiberg, 1969; Shor, 1992).

Catherine Bovill, Peter Felten, Beth Marquis, and their colleagues have become recent advocates of engaging students as co-creators of the broader concepts of curriculum. Through various case studies and research projects, they have identified many benefits for students and faculty that come from engaging students as curriculum design partners, including deeper understandings of learning processes, enhanced engagement, increased motivation and enthusiasm, and stronger relationships between students and faculty (Bovill, 2014; Bovill et al., 2011; Bovill, Cook-Sather, Felten, Millard, & Moore-Cherry, 2016; Bovill, Morss, & Bulley, 2008; Marquis et al., 2017). These cases make a strong argument that faculty need to go beyond the tradition of simply consulting students or asking students for feedback, and rather engage them as full participants in designing teaching approaches, courses, and program curricula. Engaging students in this way will help in moving away from traditional hierarchical models of expertise and will help in achieving a radical collegiality where students are, as Fielding coined, “agents in the process of transformative learning” (Fielding, 1999, p. 22).

The process of transformative learning through co-creation of curriculum does not come without challenges. Challenges often involve faculty resistance to co-creation, navigating institutional barriers, and establishing inclusive co-creation approaches (Bovill et al., 2016).

In this paper, we present a case study of a program that actively engages students in the co-creation of program-level curricula using approaches that aim to minimize the challenges presented from other cases and increase the sustainability of the co-created pedagogical approaches. The intention of this paper is to describe a particular case at McMaster University where students, faculty, and educational developers worked in partnership to develop science curriculum, with a focus on educational developers’ initial perspectives on successes and challenges. A subsequent research paper is in preparation to critically analyze the three perspectives (Knorr, Goff, & Puri, manuscript in preparation).
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CASE DESCRIPTION: APPLIED CURRICULUM DESIGN IN SCIENCE

Enhancing the first-year student experience within the Faculty of Science at McMaster University became an important theme that arose in the early 2010s. In response, a committee was established by the Associate Dean of Science to better understand student experiences and to develop a program to engage and motivate first-year students across a variety of science disciplines.

Conceptualizing a new foundational science curriculum

The curriculum committee included the Associate and Assistant Deans of Science responsible for undergraduate studies, faculty members from each of the departments within the Faculty, academic support staff, two students, and two educational developers from the teaching and learning institute. From the outset, there was a strong desire to involve students in developing a course that would benefit students transitioning into first-year Science. The curriculum committee began by surveying upper-level Science students (n = 324) to identify their perspectives, needs, and satisfaction with their transition to university. The students on the curriculum committee were asked to gather additional feedback from their peers through the science student societies. The student representatives formed a sub-committee with two faculty members and two educational developers to articulate a course concept that was aimed at meeting the goals the larger committee had discussed. The new first-year course was conceptualized on the basis of four fundamental components that emerged from the data collected:

- A lecture series. Engaging face-to-face 50-minute lectures in the style of TED-talks were developed by each of the eleven departments within the Faculty because students were interested in exploring various disciplines in science. The goal of these lectures was to introduce students to the most interesting facets of the discipline, including current and exciting research, as well as opportunities for further study and future career prospects.

- A series of weeklong learning modules. In response to students’ desire to have small-cohort learning opportunities in their first year, tutorials of ~25 students were conceived in which students would engage in miniature research investigations (MRIs) designed to expose, engage, and motivate student interests in scientific-based explorations from a wide-variety of scientific disciplines. The intention was to provide students opportunities to develop and hone skills pertaining to the scientific method. Each module, for example, could focus on an aspect of one of the following: stating a hypothesis, reviewing literature, designing an experiment, collecting and analyzing data, or presenting findings.

- A learning portfolio. A learning portfolio tool was proposed to allow students to document their own learning goals, reflect upon their learning experiences and skills development, and become aware of their future professional or academic goals.

- Support from peer mentors. The committee also proposed to include peer mentors as a key element of the course who could act as an important resource for first-year students. Students would complete their learning modules together with the support and encouragement of upper-level peer mentors; peer mentors in turn would share their experiences that helped them through the transition to university.
Each of the four components was developed with varying levels of student partnership and engagement. Most lectures tapped into student input and feedback, and several lectures invited students to share and showcase their experiences and voices. A first-year student partner designed the learning portfolio component based on a combination of his extensive literature reviews, consultations with students, and his own experiences. Two students, one third-year Science student, and one intern from a neighbouring university’s teacher education program conducted thorough literature reviews and environmental scans and then worked in tandem to design the peer mentoring component for the first-year course. However, it was the development of the learning module series that engaged students as partners in a new and exciting manner.

**Creating learning modules for the first-year Science curriculum**

Once the course concept was approved, members of the curriculum committee discussed approaches in actually designing and developing each of the components, with a keen interest in finding new ways in which we could partner across roles. Faculty members bring a perspective on what disciplinary content and skills students need to know, while students have a perspective on what they find to be meaningful and engaging learning opportunities. Educational developers can help bring these two perspectives together through good practice in course and curriculum design. To enable this cross-role partnership work in the development of components for the course, we, the authors and educational developers with a science background, designed a third-year course in Applied Curriculum Design in Science. Third- and fourth-year Science students were invited to apply for this for-credit course. Course content in the early weeks was focused on science education, instructional design, and course design principles. Students brainstormed lists of topics that they found most interesting about the many disciplines within science. They also collectively identified the many skills that they felt they would have most benefited from learning and practicing in their first year of university. Students divided into 10 small groups and identified common scientific topics of interest and particular skills that they wanted to help first-year students develop. Each student group was connected with two faculty members who served as disciplinary experts and with the two educational developers who served as instructors for the course. We believe that when these three roles work together in partnership, curriculum development processes are optimized.

The deliverable for the Applied Curriculum Design in Science course was a stand-alone, one-week learning module that aimed to engage first-year students in a miniature research investigation on a topic they selected. Together with the disciplinary experts and the educational developers, the curriculum design students articulated and refined the intended learning outcomes of their module, prepared module outlines and all necessary resources, and created an assessment that would provide first-year students with feedback on their skill development. Students showcased their learning modules at a symposium and revised them based on feedback from the Associate Dean, disciplinary experts, other faculty and support staff, and many Science students.

In the first offering of Applied Curriculum Design in Science, 10 learning modules were created by 10 groups that involved student-faculty-educational-developer partnerships. Because it was not possible to incorporate all 10 modules into the first-year course, a team of
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three students and one faculty member subsequently selected six of the 10 learning modules to refine (for consistency) and include in the initial offering of the new first-year foundational science course. Modules were selected on the basis of representing a breadth of disciplines and skills, as well as the feasibility of implementation. The other modules went into a bank for possible use in the future.

IMPACT AND FUTURE PROMISE

As a result of offering this course, we have identified approaches that may be beneficial to those interested in partnering with students in curriculum design to minimize challenges, enhance sustainability, and to continue to engage students in the co-design process.

Minimizing challenges

Engaging students as co-creators of curriculum does not come without challenges. Challenges often involve faculty resistance, institutional barriers, and inclusive and sustainable approaches to co-creation (Bovill et al., 2016; Bovill, Cook-Sather, & Felten, 2011).

While there were many benefits in co-creating a series of learning modules, how we experienced challenges is worth mentioning in relation to what has been reported in the literature. Bovill et al. (2016) reported that resistance to co-creation, often from faculty but also from students, can be a challenge. In our case, students who were open to co-creating curriculum self-selected into the Applied Curriculum Design in Science course by applying and enrolling. Some faculty certainly experienced more resistance than others—in some cases because of the added workload in guiding students as disciplinary experts and in some cases because they felt their discipline was not being emphasized adequately. While these are indeed challenges, we hope that by offering the course every second or third year that we can minimize the amount of added work and increase the variety and availability of learning modules within each of the disciplines. Having students work closely with educational developers as instructors alleviated much concern about students’ pedagogical expertise that both students and faculty may have otherwise faced.

As Bovill et al. (2016) described, we discovered that an orientation towards co-creation was indeed novel at our institution, as the idea of co-creation falls outside of traditional roles. However, rather than encountering barriers, we were very fortunate that the pilot offering of Applied Curriculum Design in Science garnered significant support and encouragement through our ongoing consultation, networking, and engagement with the university President, the Provost, the Vice-Provost (Teaching & Learning), and the Dean and Associate Dean within the Faculty of Science.

Establishing a balance between selection and inclusion is another potential challenge (Felten et al., 2013). Bovill and colleagues (2016) recommend that whether all students are included or purposefully selected, faculty should consider whose voices are heard and whose are not, whose participation is invited and whose is not, and what the implications are for co-creation projects, the larger institutions of which they are a part and the individual and groups of participants involved (p. 9).

Many students enrolled in the Applied Curriculum Design in Science course who would not otherwise have been included in contributing to university curriculum; however, instructors

will need to become more conscious of whose voices are not being included and how that might affect the outcomes of the co-created projects. One initial observation is that only students who had achieved a 75% average were admitted into the course, thus excluding students with lower grades. Perhaps students with lower grades may have additional insight into how modules might be designed to engage a broader range of first-year students and may be more knowledgeable about ways to engage students who struggle academically in their first year. Based on this observation, the authors (with additional colleagues) are presently conducting a research study to investigate whether incoming grades are an appropriate indicator of success in student partnership roles.

Enhancing sustainability

The structure of Applied Curriculum Design in Science, now offered every two to three years, allows the Faculty of Science to engage students as co-creators of curriculum and to build a repository of student-designed learning modules from which to draw when selecting the learning modules for the first-year foundations Science course. By integrating the Applied Curriculum Design in Science course into the regular course offerings within the Faculty of Science in a sustainable manner, it benefits upper-year students who wish to contribute their voices and ideas for future students, first-year students who become engaged in science by completing student-designed learning modules, and faculty who will have an ever-growing bank of current, faculty-endorsed learning modules from which to draw.

Questions have been raised about the sustainability of co-created pedagogical approaches, which can enhance student ownership of learning in one year but might call for redesign by the next cohort of students to ensure the same depth of learning (Bovill, Cook-Sather, & Felten, 2011). It is important to recognize that one cohort of student curriculum designers cannot fully represent the learning needs of all future students. We expect that repeating this design process in subsequent iterations of the Applied Curriculum Design in Science course will allow student curriculum designers to consider the changing learning needs of different cohorts of incoming Science students.

Continued engagement

Engaging students as partners in designing curriculum through the Applied Curriculum Design in Science course has gained support and recognition, not only within our institution, but beyond. Efforts to create student-faculty partnerships have not stopped with the introduction of this course. Indeed, faculty and educational developers have continued to partner with students in presenting this idea at several national and international conferences (Goff & Knorr, 2014; Goff, Knorr, Tang, Ndoja, & Mahiri, 2014; Knorr, Goff, Ashfaq, Garasia, & Ahmad, 2014; Symons et al., 2015). Some students continued to partner with educational developers on teaching and learning initiatives well beyond the completion of the Applied Curriculum Design in Science course and even beyond their undergraduate studies at McMaster University. Upon graduation, other curriculum design students continued to work on encouraging students to become partners in teaching and learning initiatives by conceptualizing and developing ideas and programs at McMaster and at other universities.
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While a growing body of literature suggests that partnerships can impact students, staff, and faculty in deepening learning and engagement and in adopting scholarly approaches to learning and teaching (Bovill et al., 2016), the long-term impact of engaging and partnering with students is not clear and would be worth studying. However, as we reported in our study of student perspectives’ of the new course (Cockcroft et al., 2016), 92% of students registered in the initial offering of the foundational Science course indicated that they would take the course again, and 98% would recommend the course to other incoming first-year students (Cockcroft et al., 2016). It would be important to get a better understanding of how these partnership experiences may have influenced the perspectives and future approaches or directions of faculty, staff, and students in the long term. It might also be interesting to study the impact and sustainability of the outcomes or deliverables that were developed within these partnerships.

We recognize that there are challenges associated with having students and faculty form partnerships to co-create curriculum. We have discussed some of these challenges in this paper; however, our experiences lead us to believe that there is much more to uncover. As such, we are engaging in ongoing research to explore the benefits and challenges of designing curriculum in partnership. At this time, though, we have found that through our experiences in offering a formal course that engages students, faculty, and educational developers as co-creators of curriculum, such partnerships can work towards challenging traditional faculty-student boundaries, while simultaneously respecting the experiential expertise of students, disciplinary expertise of faculty, and curricular expertise of educational developers. Three heads are better than one.
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